






The sine relationship between surface temperature and surface aspect is as shown in figure 
3 A,B. Also, the intensity of slope for each surface has not taken in to consideration. 
Cosine of solar incident angle (cosS) is a more appropriate term to explain the effect of 
instantaneous solar radiation. The following graphs represent the relationship between ST 
and cosS. cosS generally cannot be more than 1. The cosS values in Figure 4 are in a 
"horizontal equivalent", which is calculated as cos8/cos(surface slope). Therefore, cosS can 
take values more than 1. 

As it can be seen that cosS has linear relationship with the instantaneous solar radiation (in 
a clear sky condition). Therefore, the linear relation between surface temperature and 
cosS in Figure 4 indicates that surface temperature and incoming solar radiation have a 
linear relationship. 
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Figure4. ST versus case (horizontal equivalent) for the three sample areas. 

The intensityy of solar radiation strongly affects the net radiation (Rn). Therefore, a similar 
trend can be observed in ST versus Rn graphs. 
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Figure 5. ST vs instantaneous Rn for the three sample areas, image dated 
6/01/98 
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Also. surface temperature at 10:21 am shows some trend with 24-hour extraterrestrial solar 
radiation. This trend would be more clear if the instantaneous Ts was taken at noon, and less 
clear if the instantaneous Ts was taken at early morning or late evening. 
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Figure 6. Instantaneous ST versus 24-hour extraterrestrial solar radiation (RaC24)) for the three 
sample areas, 6101198. 

4.2 Effect of elevation on surface temperature 

Air temperature for standard moist air mass decreases at a lapse rate of 6.5°C/km. This lapse 
effect can be explained by the relation among elevation, air pressure. air temperature and 
vapor holding capacity of air. Lapse effect of air would have a directly impact on the land 
surface temperature. Consequently. at higher elevations, colder air temperature due to the 
lapse effect reduces the surface temperature. 

The following graphs show the plots of ST vs Elevation for the three sample areas. 
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Figure 7. Elevation versus Instantaneous ST for the three sample areas, image dated 
6101198. 

All three sample areas show that higher elevation land surfaces will tend to have a lower 
surface temperature. One reason for this observed trend is the lapse effect of air as 
described above. The lapse effect is not necessarily the only reason for the decrement of 
surface temperature, since a similar trend is expected if windspeed. soil moisture and/or 
landuse are correlated to the elevation. The range in surface temperature for a specific 
elevation is large, because the incoming solar radiation (described in the previous section) is 
a stronger factor for ST in mountain areas. Figure 8 shows the OEM adjusted surface 
temperature (ST (OEM). assuming that the elevation effect is 6.SD C/km (same as the air 
lapse rate). By this adjustment, the surface temperatures become almost independent of 
elevation. This may indicate that the lapse rate of surface temperature is similar to the air 
lapse rate. 
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Figures 9 show the effect of ST adjustment by OEM in June images. Similarly to Figure .8 
(June), OEM adjusted surface temperature is almost independent of elevation, both in June 
and September. 
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Figure 9A,B. Elevation (A-left) versus instantaneous ST (B-right) for the sample areas 
image dated 6101198. 

4.3 Relations of elevation to wind speed 

In mountainous areas, lapse corrected surface temperature was almost independent of 
elevation as shown in figures 7, 8, and 9. If windspeed affects the surface temperature as, the 
results from Figures 7 to 10 indicate that effects of windspeed on Ts are almost independent 
of elevation in mountain areas (or error in lapse rate for the surface temperature is affected 
by the actual trend of windspeed with elevation). 

It is likely that windspeed is not a strong function of elevation in mountainous regions. 
Essentially, windspeed increases when elevation increases from the base (Oke, 1987). 
However, windspeed is a strong function of the shape of terrain and the direction of 
windspeed, for a specific land surface (Oke, 1987, and Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994). 
Therefore, in mountainous areas, windspeed should be a strong function of the wind 
direction and surface aspect angle rather than elevation itself. Namely, the upwind surface of 
a mountain has higher wind but the opposite side might be calm. Although one should 
expect some windspeed increase with elevation in mountains due to the Venturi effect and 
closer proximally to upper air streams, the general increase appears to be too small to 
discuss accurately from the surface temperature data. 

4.4 Estimation related temperature difference near surface (dT) 

The objective of the study is to compute the Temperature maps using only remote sensing 
data. A problem is then to estimate air temperature without available meteorological 
stations. To solve this problem, propose to replace the temperature gradient between soil 
and air by a linear function of !J. T. 

Eq. 1 
I1T =ST - =a x ST + bTair 
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Where:
 
ST is surface temperature, Tair is air Temperature, a, b is experimental constants obtain
 
daily maps of ST at the chosen scale.
 

The computing daily maps of ST and Tair by using only satellite data, we have proposed to
 
replace the gradient of temperature by a linear function of LlT=ST -Tair
 
=a ST +b.
 
Simultaneous measurements of Tair and ST have been collected during a field-trip and a
 
linear regression has been achieved to obtain the following relation (equation 2 and 3),
 
figure 10A,B :
 

Eq.2
!1T =ST - =-0.76 x ST + 28.08Tair 

and Tair =ST+LlT 
Eq.3

=!1T + ST =ax ST +b =0.74xST+8.43Tair 

with a correlation coefficient of r2=O,87.3. 

y = .().7635x + 28.081corelation between ST and Tair STvs dt 
Y= 0.7406x + 8.4369 
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Figure10. Air Temperature (Tair) versus ST (A) (left) ST vs temperature difference near 
surface (dD B(right) for the sample areas. 

5. Conclusion 

Computed map of surface temperature ST has been carried from Landsat TM, that a thermal 
channel with a suitable spatial resolution of 90 m x 90 m. The simulation result is very much 
similar to the measurement taken under stressed and no stressed conditions. This study has been 
able to demonstrate that the surface parameters can be accurately derived from satellite image 
data. In this case surface parameters that have been derived from LANDSAT 5 TM images data 
captured surface parameters are validated to gauge the accuracy. 
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